Konepaka Ketiwa Lodge #38
First Year Arrowman Award
Youth Requirements (Under 21)

1. Attend one lodge event outside of your Ordeal or Brotherhood (signed by the event coordinator)
   **Initials:**

2. Attend Section Conclave (signed by the Lodge Chief)
   **Initials:**

3. Complete Brotherhood (signed by Vice Chief of OA Affairs)
   **Initials:**

4. Do TWO of the following:
   a. Join any team or committee (Dance, Drum, Ceremonies, Elections, Elangomat) and actively serve (signed by the committee chair)
      **Initials:**
   b. Attend three Lodge Executive Committee Meetings AND three Chapter Meetings (signed by Lodge Chief and Chapter Chief)
      **Initials:**
   c. Serve as your troop’s OA Representative for six months (signed by your Scoutmaster)
      **Initials:**

Turn this card in to the Lodge Chief or Advisor by one year from the current Fellowship
Konepaka Ketiwa Lodge #38
First Year Arrowman Award
Adult Requirements (21 and over)

1. Attend one lodge event outside of your Ordeal or Brotherhood (signed by the Event Adviser)
   \(Initials: \underline{\hspace{2cm}}\)

2. Attend Section Conclave (signed by the Lodge Adviser)
   \(Initials: \underline{\hspace{2cm}}\)

3. Complete Brotherhood (signed by Lodge Adviser)
   \(Initials: \underline{\hspace{2cm}}\)

4. Do TWO of the following:
   a. Help serve one of the lodge committees (Dance, Drum, Ceremonies, Elections, Elangomat) to the discretion of the adviser (signed by the committee adviser)
      \(Initials: \underline{\hspace{2cm}}\)
   b. Attend three Lodge Executive Committee Meetings AND three Chapter Meetings (signed by Lodge Adviser and Chapter Adviser)
      \(Initials: \underline{\hspace{2cm}}\)
   c. Serve as your troop’s OA Adviser for six months (signed by your Scoutmaster)
      \(Initials: \underline{\hspace{2cm}}\)

Turn this card in to the Lodge Chief or Advisor by one year from the current Fellowship